AFCP 20th Anniversary Partnership Projects

**Africa**
1. Mozambique: Collaborative Investigation of Traditional Fishing Practices on Mozambique Island $161,280

**East Asia & the Pacific**
4. Fiji: Exchange-Centered Training in Collections Management at the Fiji Museum $202,259
5. Indonesia: Collaborative Investigation of Indigenous Culinary Traditions of the Indonesian Archipelago $200,000
6. Malaysia: Collaborative Investigation and Revitalization of the Traditional Rebana Kercing Drum Performance $53,239
7. Thailand: Collaborative Investigation and Conservation of Ancient Log Coffins of Phi Man Long Long Rak Cave $220,000
8. Timor-Leste: Collaborative Investigation and Dissemination of Timorese Textile Traditions $171,427
9. Vietnam: Collaborative Investigation and Dissemination of Ethnic Cham Ceremonial Songs $24,750

**Europe & Eurasia**
10. Georgia: Collaborative Investigation of Georgian Musical Traditions $95,806
Middle East & North Africa
11. Lebanon: Collaborative Investigation of Seismic Retrofit Solutions for Heritage Buildings in Lebanon $200,000
12. Morocco: Collaborative Investigation of Mosaics and Exchange-Centered Training in Collections Management at the Archaeological Site of Volubilis $189,538

South & Central Asia
13. Bangladesh: Collaborative Investigation and Analysis of the Works of SM Sultan in the Bengal Foundation Art Collection $297,100
14. Kazakhstan: Collaborative Investigation and Interpretation of Ancient Uyghur Epigraphy $192,000
15. Turkmenistan: Exchange-Centered Training in Sustainable Tourism Development for Turkmen Heritage Sites $147,394

Western Hemisphere
16. Brazil: Exchange-Centered Training in Collections Management and Disaster Risk Reduction at Rio Grande do Sul Museum of Art $41,290
17. Dominican Republic: Collaborative Investigation and Exchange-Based Training in Collections Management $85,492
18. Ecuador: Collaborative Investigation of Pre-Incan Caranqui Cultural Heritage $220,271
19. Mexico: Collaborative Investigation and Interpretation of Ethnic Kumiai Cultural Traditions $21,920
20. Mexico: Exchange-Centered Training in Heritage Site Management and Interpretation in Mexico City $86,970
22. Trinidad and Tobago: Collaborative Investigation of Climate Change Solutions for Endangered Cultural Heritage in Trinidad and Tobago $199,960